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 Tailor-Made Opulence for Your Indian Wedding Journey
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Shipping: At Panache Haute Couture,  we prioritize a
seamless and transparent experience for our valued
clients.  For your convenience,  we exclusively uti l ize DHL
Express and FedEx Express for shipping our meticulously
crafted outfits.
Once your bespoke creation is dispatched, we wil l
promptly share the tracking number with you. This allows
you to monitor the progress of your package in real t ime,
ensuring you stay informed every step of the way.

Kindly note that bespoke, customized, rush orders and
made-to-measure outfits at Panache Haute Couture are
crafted with meticulous attention to your unique
specifications.  As a result,  these creations are non-
returnable and non-refundable.
We appreciate your understanding of the personalized
nature of our offerings.  If  you have any questions or
concerns,  please feel free to reach out to our team, and
we wil l  be happy to assist you.

Embark on a journey of personalized elegance with
Panache Haute Couture's Bespoke Service.  The first step
towards sartorial  excellence begins with securing your
exclusive appointment.
Kindly initiate the process by booking your appointment
through our dedicated WhatsApp number:  +61470219564.
Our team at Panache Haute Couture is eager to curate a
unique and unforgettable experience tailored to your
discerning taste.
Our passion l ies in crafting intricately detailed
ensembles,  tai lored to perfection,  ensuring you radiate
elegance on your special  day.  From opulent traditional
attire to the chic charm of Indo-Western dresses,  our
curated selection is a testament to timeless
craftsmanship and modern aesthetics.

BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT
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On this significant day,  our dedicated team is prepared to
engage in detailed discussions to tailor every aspect of
your ensemble.
Our experts wil l  delve into your requirements,  exploring
colors,  themes, and budget considerations.  Fabric
selection and embroidery patterns wil l  be meticulously
explored to ensure they align seamlessly with your
vision.
Following these insightful  discussions,  our team wil l
adeptly craft a bespoke order form, capturing the
essence of your preferences.  Precision is paramount,  and
your measurements wil l  be taken with utmost care to
guarantee a perfect f it  for your bespoke creation.
We are committed to transforming your aspirations into a
tangible,  personalized masterpiece.

CONSULTATION DAY
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During Step 2 session,  our dedicated team wil l
meticulously craft a comprehensive quote tailored to
your unique requirements.
Upon your approval of the quote,  a deposit equivalent to
50% of the total  amount wil l  be required to initiate the
bespoke creation process.  Your trust in Panache Haute
Couture is invaluable,  and this initial  deposit serves as a
commitment to the meticulous craftsmanship that wil l
define your bespoke garment.
Upon confirmation of the deposit ,  our team wil l  di l igently
prepare the bespoke order form, capturing every nuance
discussed during our consultation.  This document wil l  be
presented for your review and signature,  symbolizing the
commencement of the intricate tailoring journey.
Concurrently,  our skil led artisans wil l  take precise
measurements,  ensuring the perfect f it  for your bespoke
masterpiece.  This collaborative effort is a testament to
the artistry and dedication that defines Panache Haute
Couture.

BESPOKE ORDER FORM
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Our experienced team is dil igently working to bring your
vision to l ife.  Based on the specifications outlined in your
bespoke order form, we wil l  curate a comprehensive
swatch package. This package wil l  encapsulate the
chosen fabrics,  embroidery patterns,  and design
elements,  offering you a tangible preview of the exquisite
materials that wil l  compose your bespoke masterpiece.
Before progressing to the f inal  production stage, we wil l
meticulously photograph the swatch package and share
the images with you for your review and approval.  Your
satisfaction is paramount,  and this step ensures that
every aspect al igns seamlessly with your expectations.
We value the collaborative nature of this process and aim
to exceed your discerning standards.  Your feedback
during this phase is highly appreciated, as it  al lows us to
fine-tune every detail  before the f inal  creation.

PRODUCTION & SWATCH 
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Upon your approval of the swatch package, we wil l
incorporate any changes you deem necessary before
commencing the f inal  production.  Your input is
invaluable,  and our team is dedicated to accommodating
your preferences to perfection.
However,  we understand that circumstances may vary.  In
the event that you decide not to proceed with the f inal
production,  we respect your decision.  In such cases,  we
will  initiate a refund of your deposit ,  deducting a nominal
swatch fee of $200. This fee is reflective of the time and
resources devoted to creating and revising the swatch
package tailored to your unique requirements.
Our commitment to transparency and fairness is
unwavering,  and we want your experience with Panache
Haute Couture to be not only exquisite but also flexible
to your individual needs.

PRODUCTION & SWATCH 
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As we progress through the meticulous stages of crafting
your bespoke masterpiece,  we want to ensure that the
final creation is not only a reflection of your exquisite
taste but also a perfect f it .  Therefore,  upon the
completion of the intricate embroidery phase,  we are
committed to maintaining the highest standards of
precision.
To minimize any potential  f itt ing issues and guarantee an
impeccable f it ,  we wil l  schedule a re-measure session for
you. We understand that the passage of t ime, typically
spanning 3-4 months between the initial  order and the
final stitching, may result in changes to your body
statistics.
Our goal is to ensure that the bespoke garment is
tailored to your current measurements,  providing you
with the utmost comfort and confidence when you adorn
it for your special  occasion.  The re-measure session
allows us to make any necessary adjustments,  ensuring
the final  product al igns seamlessly with your
expectations.

RE-MEASURE SESSION
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TRIAL & DELIVERY

As we approach the culmination of the meticulous
craftsmanship that has gone into creating your bespoke
outfit ,  we want to outl ine the seamless process that follows
to ensure your complete satisfaction.
For our esteemed clients based outside of Australia,  your
exquisitely crafted garment wil l  be promptly shipped directly
to your designated address.
For our valued cl ients within Australia,  we are committed to
providing an unparalleled couture experience.  We wil l
schedule a trial  session,  al lowing you the opportunity to
personally assess the f it  and feel of your bespoke creation.
During this session,  our skil led team wil l  address any fitting
issues that may arise,  ensuring the garment drapes
flawlessly and aligns with your expectations.
Should any adjustments be required,  rest assured that we
will  meticulously tailor the outfit  to perfection.  In the
absence of f itting issues,  you have the pleasure of taking
your bespoke creation home. At this stage, we kindly request
settl ing the remaining balance,  thus completing the f inal
step of this bespoke journey.
Your satisfaction is our utmost priority,  and we appreciate
the trust you have placed in Panache Haute Couture.
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